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		Author: 	TimoK [ Thu Feb 11, 2021 12:12 pm ]
	Post subject: 	PDFSharp.dll doesn't work in Azure
	
Hi!

I have PDFSharp.dll installed in four environments. They all have the same version, 1.31.1789.0. The user rights are also the same everywhere.

The DLL works fine, except in Azure, where I get this error:

"Cannot handle iref streams. The current implementation of PDFsharp cannot handle this PDF feature introduced with Acrobat 6."

I did some googling and the article suggested updating the DLL. That sounds reasonable.

But why the same version of the DLL works in three environments, and fails in one? Are the any Azure-related issues with PDF Sharp?

Cheers,
Timo

		

		




	


		Author: 	TH-Soft [ Fri Feb 12, 2021 8:27 am ]
	Post subject: 	Re: PDFSharp.dll doesn't work in Azure
	
TimoK wrote:
But why the same version of the DLL works in three environments, and fails in one? Are the any Azure-related issues with PDF Sharp?
PDFs with IREF streams lead to the same error message everywhere. This issue is not specific to Azure.
Could it be the exception gets lost or handled on the three other platforms?

		

		




	


		Author: 	Mtlmonk [ Tue Dec 06, 2022 4:15 pm ]
	Post subject: 	Re: PDFSharp.dll doesn't work in Azure
	
Has there been a solution to this?

		

		




	


		Author: 	TH-Soft [ Tue Dec 06, 2022 5:45 pm ]
	Post subject: 	Re: PDFSharp.dll doesn't work in Azure
	
Mtlmonk wrote:
Has there been a solution to this?
The current 1.51 version of PDFsharp can read PDF files with IREF streams.
There should be no real issues under Azure.

		

		




	


		Author: 	Mtlmonk [ Tue Dec 06, 2022 9:33 pm ]
	Post subject: 	Re: PDFSharp.dll doesn't work in Azure
	
There is no .exe to use anymore? To use straight from a command prompt?

Would that have to be coded for?

Also, in the Downloads section, I only see version 1.50 (beta 5), not 1.51

		

		




	


		Author: 	TH-Soft [ Tue Dec 06, 2022 9:43 pm ]
	Post subject: 	Re: PDFSharp.dll doesn't work in Azure
	
Mtlmonk wrote:
There is no .exe to use anymore? To use straight from a command prompt?
There never was. It is a library for developers, to be used in own applications.

Mtlmonk wrote:
Also, in the Downloads section, I only see version 1.50 (beta 5), not 1.51

The package:
https://www.nuget.org/packages/PDFsharp ... .5185-beta

The source code:
https://github.com/empira/PDFsharp
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